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Above is an exact replica of the “4 Times Enlarged” model
of the “Two Palms” design created by Victor S. McCloskey, Jr.



NoN-Competitive, oNe-Frame exhibit

Pan Am calendar photo used by designer Victor McCloskey to create stamp

ExHIbITED ArE rEPlICAS OF ITEMS FOuND ONly in the 
Archives of the bureau of Engraving and Printing.

my 6-frame exhibit — “aLoha ...the 80¢ DiamoND heaD 
Stamp oF 1952” — is exhibited elsewhere at this show. in 
2010, while researching the history of the Diamond head Stamp, 

i visited the archives of the bureau of engraving and printing 
and — after 4 Freedom of information requests, 4 denials, and 1 
successful appeal — plus help from a friendly Congressman — i 
secured color copies of the unique items contained only in the 
archives.

When i used photos and replicas of the archived items in 
my exhibit, the Judges expressed their displeasure. this NON- 
COMPETITIVE ExHIbIT allows me to share with you interesting 
materials i discovered in the archives. i hope you, too, enjoy the 
reSt oF the StorY i could not show you in my 6-frame exhibit.

17 x 24 calendar

Pan Am 8 x 10 photo

   ... ARCHIVES OF DIAMOND HEAD STAMP OF 1952



With PAA PAA removed

Designer mcCloskey receives the source photos from the post office on November 29, 1951. 
Five days later he submits the two designs shown above to postmaster Donaldson.

on December 7, Donaldson formally rejects the design on the left and choses the “two palms” 
design on the right. however, he wants two changes made: a stronger image of the Stratocruiser 
and more palm fronds to create a darker background behind the words “air mail.” 

on December 12, mcCloskey resubmits the design with the changes made (below) and 
Donaldson approves the revised model. the next day Donaldson realizes that the pan am logo is 
visible on the stamp. Northwest and United also fly Stratocruisers to hawaii, so to avoid showing 
favoritism, Donaldson orders the immediate removal of the pan am logo from the model and the 
source photos.

on December 14, the final “two palms” model (below) was approved.
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“4 TIMES ENLARGED” DESIGNER’S WORKING MODEL

Above is an exact replica of the “4 Times Enlarged” model of the “Two Palms” design created by 
Victor S. McCloskey, Jr.  Note the vertical cut line on the right where the palm tree was moved into 
the image, and the cut lines around the Stratocruiser from when the plane was added to the design.

In this exhibit we recreate the step-by-step process of blending and retouching the source 
images to create the final design.

A uNIquE lOOK INTO THE ArCHIVES OF THE burEAu



DESIGNEr SIGNIFICANTly AlTErED SOurCE PHOTO

Fronds
added

Fronds added to create 
dark background for letters

Palm tree moved into frame 
(note vertical cut line)

Stratocruiser added 
(note cut lines)

The final approved model is overlaid on the original Diamond Head photo, 
making the image alterations obvious.

2 surfers removed, 
mast retouched

OrIGINAl IMAGE 
Leaves and water occupy lower right 

corner of stamp frame.

RIGHT 
EDGE OF 
STAMP

McCloskey moves
palm tree into image

AlTErED 
IMAGE: 
After moving 
palm tree, 
artist 
removed 
the  leaves 
by painting 
in more tree 
trunk and 
water 



OVERLAY REVEALS HOW STAMP COMPARES & CONTRASTS TO PAN AM’S PHOTO

COlOr PrOOFS 
AT 75%

the bureau submitted 
six color proofs to 
postmaster Donaldson, 
who selected pink (lower 
right).

Unfortunately, during 
the Cold War “pink” was a 
derogatory term. a person 
who was perceived to have 
Communist leanings was 
said to be “pink” and was 
called a “pinko.” 

therefore, for public 
relations reasons, the post 
office always referred to 
the stamp’s color in press 
releases as “a shade of 
purple.”

the five color proofs 
that were not selected 
were destroyed by the 
bureau.

SElECTED



Bureau of Engraving and Printing images — 100%

✱ Inverted, handwritten text from booklet 
at near right: “Ret’d by P.O. Dept with letter 
dated Dec. 19, 1951. Rejected as Mr. D. R. 
McLeod 12/26/51”

FIrST KNOWN COlOr IMAGES
OF TrEASury bOOKlETS

these two small, fold-over presentation 
booklets contain the accepted and rejected 
black and white models of the stamp, and 
were used to present the models to the 
postmaster.

the model above was rejected on 
December 4, 1951. the model at right was 
approved by the postmaster on December 14, 
1951.

✱

ACCEPTED MODEl
PrESENTATION bOOKlET

rEJECTED MODEl
PrESENTATION bOOKlET

Inside of opened booket Outside of opened booket Outside of opened booklet

Inside of opened booklet



APPROVEd MOdELS BUREAU’S SMALL-dIE COLOR PROOFS

Model with PAA logo removed. Handwritten text: 
“This print is to be substituted on the approved 
model” — “Corrected on approved model. WKS — 
12/26/51”

Black and white impression of approved model.

This color die proof in the Bureau’s file is printed directly on a 9.5x13-inch envelope — here seen folded in half.

in the bureau’s archives, there are two small die 
color proofs mounted on file cards, as seen at left. 

the only small die color proof not in the archives 
of the bureau of engraving and printing is displayed 
in the traditional exhibit of the 80¢ Diamond head 
stamp in this show.

Images from Bureau of Engraving and Printing — 100%



in the archives of the bureau of engraving 
and printing there are complete plate sheets 
of 200 stamps for plates 24592 and 24593. 
exhibited on this page at three-quarters size is 
the complete plate for 24593.

Date of issue: march 26, 1952

perforation: 11 x 10-1/2

Color: “a shade of purple”

bureau of engraving and printing

rotary press, 200 stamps per plate
(Uncut 200-stamp sheet at right)

Cut into 4 panes of 50 stamps 

image size: 0.84 x 1.44 inches.

Quantity issued: 18,882,000

reserve plate 24594 had its only printing 
on august 19, 1955. a 200-stamp sheet does 
not exist in the archives for plate 24594.

FROM THE BUREAU’S ARCHIVES — COMPLETE 200-STAMP SHEET — PLATE #24593 UNPERFORATEd AT 75%

plates number 24592 and 24593 had their 
first printing February 12, 1952 and their last 
printing January 4, 1957.



Colonel James T. DeVoss — a life-long 
stamp collector — was the emcee for 
the First Day Celebration. He was an 
executive with APS for 20 years starting 
in 1961, and served as executive director 
for two years. In 2008, he passed away 
at 92 in State College, Pennsylvania.

Above: Honolulu Postmaster Lino holds a VIP folder like those presented to 
the VIPs in the picture. The folders contained a sheet of the new stamps and a 
First Day program — both signed by Donaldson, who could not attend. He was 
represented by Fellers and Pearson. Of  700 First Day orchid boxes sent from Hawaii, 
only 3 survive — two of the 3 are pictured below.

Colonel 
James T. 
DeVoss

FIrST DAy CElEbrATION — MArCH 26, 1952 — HONOlulu, HAWAII

First Day program provided by Pan American Airways


